
Ensuring Great TV Programmes Get Funded 

 

Advertising today is only part of a spectrum of methods advertisers have to reach and influence their 
target audiences. As media viewing patterns change, it will be difficult for conventional sources of 
revenue to TV stations such as advertising and licence fees to continue to fund high quality 
programming. 

                                 

Click to edit Master title styleEverything has changed

“Advertising on its own is definitely dead. 
Nowadays it’s part of a spectrum of 
communication about oneself, one’s 
product, one’s brand. Branded content is 
one of the central ways of doing that” (Robin 

Wight, IoS, April 2008)

 

In significant areas of television the ball game has already changed. Worldwide sports programming 
already accepts high levels of commercial intrusiveness whilst the rate of change for communication 
revenues in the US are also changing very rapidly for all media. 
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Where is the US trending

Market estimates based on a 2% Fall in Advertising and Marketing 
spend between 2007 and 2009 show a wide discrepancy in 

performance by media
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Current data and predictions in the US show a sharp deterioration in the revenue available to 
Newspapers and Magazines – with a slower fall for TV in the US. Inevitably the largest area of growth 
is Online, but very surprisingly Branded Entertainment comes shortly behind 
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Between 2007 and 2009 in the US

Estimates show a there will be a massive move in where 
money is committed to media
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$22billion will be lost
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Out of a fairly static total marketing communications spend of about $230 billion annual, about $22 
billion will be lost to traditional advertising between 2007 and 2009, whilst $14 billion will be gained. 
Of the winners, as you would expect online display and search take nearly half. What may surprise 
you is that Branded Entertainment takes half of the remaining growth, a shift of about $3.5 billion of 
cash from conventional advertising. 
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The proliferation of choices for the viewer 

means that the program time will be of greater 
importance

• Attention to television and advertising breaks is falling
• Increasing numbers of stations means increasing numbers of programs 

and more use of repeated/ imported content
• Transmission of programs via the net creates more potential opportunities 

for advertisers to interact with a programs audience

• Challenging environment to get advertising revenue and create funds for 
programming

• Internet provides more direct means for advertisers to talk to consumers 
bypassing conventional TV

BUT

 

The trends for TV are the same worldwide. Attention to television and advertising breaks is falling, 
although people continue to view about the same number of hours – there are more calls on their 
attention as they view. Increasing numbers of stations equates to more requirement for content but 
this is often fuelled by repeats and a greater quantity of imports. Growth of the net as a source for 
transmitting television may allow advertisers options to gain the ability to get response alongside 
advertising messages in a way in which most current interactive TV has performed poorly. 

 



Trends within UK television follow the same pattern – but are currently much slower paced than the 
changes in the US market - but still the trend is for print media losing revenue quickest. The 
revenues at the bottom of this sheet show the degree to which the recession is expected to reduce 
television revenues. 
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UK Statistics show the same trend in winners 
and losers as the US – but with less volatility
Overall CPT for TV may fall 18% between 2007 and 2009

Advertising spend 2007 Vs 2006

Press                -1.6%

TV                     +2.3%
Internet          +39.5%

DM                   -6.5%
Outdoor           4.6%

Radio                3.4%

Cinema            10.1%

2008 Vs 2007
TV              -5%

2009 Vs. 2008
TV              -6%

Source : Advertising Association

Source : Billetts

 

Advertisers have voted with their feet in favour of the direct linkages created by the digital media. 
These changes can only lead to one conclusion, the future funding of television will be a challenge – 
the question is not if – but when? In the UK Channel 4 have very clearly identified this issue and got 
the UK regulator OfCom on side. The difficulty is that funding £150 million to Channel4 requires 
reducing funding to someone else 
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Is the funding gap for UK television real?

There is acceptance of a funding gap for UK TV, even before the 
current recession with predictions of 7% fall in revenue this autumn

"We're very encouraged that Ofcom now 
broadly accepts our forecasts on the size and 
urgency of our funding gap and agrees that 
identifying a new funding mechanism for 
Channel 4 is a 'pressing priority’”

Andy Duncan : Chief Executive of Channel 4 on a potential funding gap of £150 million per year

 

As we saw from the US data at the start, the open US market has already decided where one source 
of funding will be in the future. It will be brand content.  
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In the US Branded Content is now the 

norm
Most major feature films and many series carry product 

placement

• “Product placement has become a huge branch of advertising in the USA. And 
not only are products seen on camera. They also make their way into drama 
scripts” (The Guardian, June 2008)

(Bas

• For some major brands this is a core part of their strategy i.e.. Apple appears 
in the majority of top ranking US films

The average US Film contains 24 
Placements

Source : Brandchannel.com

 

The volume of branded content in US production is now massive, and exploited by many lead brands 
such as Apple . 
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“If we’re to tap into the passions of the people 
we’re trying to reach, we have to go where 
they go. That means entertainment – on TV, in 
the cinema, in gaming, online, viewing their 
favourite celebs. If we’re in there, we achieve 
visibility and emotional engagement. If we’re 
not, we don’t”

(Davie Brown, leading US brand entertainment practitioner)

 

As succinctly put by one of the major proponents of branded content in the US, branded content is 
seen in the advertising industry as a positive opportunity beyond advertising  
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Branded content can be good news for 
the viewer as well as for the advertiser 

and TV station

Some placement is
Inevitable (Dramas 

need cars)

Good Placement 
creates a close fit with 

the program values

A very valuable source 
of communication for 

advertisers

There are very few 
complaints about 

placement

Major source of 
program production 

revenue

Drama  which is 
exported carries the 

placement – showcases 
the counties products

Placement value is 
carried by the program 

worldwide

 

It is very easy from a European perspective to see branded content or product placement as 
intrusive and in the way of the viewers enjoyment of the program. The reality is much more 
complex. It is difficult for a contemporary drama programme to be made without placement, cars 
are extraordinarily difficult to debrand. Indeed the best brand placement is where there is a strong 
fit between the programme and the brand, the ideal situation from an advertisers view is that the 
brand is the hero of the programme. The best placement matches the brand image to the 
programme image – delivering a strong positive image of both to the viewer 
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"There's one rule for American material and another for British 
material. It makes no sense and it's not transparent at all. The 
idea that there's a non-descript breakfast cereal in Coronation 
Street instead of a packet of Cornflakes - where's the harm?“.

"What makes television such an important medium is that 
we've always fought hard to serve editorial integrity. If we 
don't, it becomes propaganda. There has to be something in 
the programme that tells the public that (product placement) 
is there.“Michael Grade – Broadcasting Press Guild lunch – November 2008

Grade maintained that current rules covering product placement in the UK mean that it is 
not transparent to viewers. 
He said that product placement would help ITV to boost profit at a time when ad revenue is 
dwindling as viewers move to digital multichannel TV and the internet. However, he claimed 
that spot advertising "is not dead."

Source : C21 Media

 

The very different position of American and UK content  is clearly put over by the recent quotes 
given by Michael Grade, Chief Executive of ITV .  
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Current
Current

Legislation where it exists in member states is very clear on separation and 
identification of commercial messages – which product placement does not 
conform to – making placement often illegal – a situation enforced in some 

markets and not in others

AVMS Directive
The Commission will leave the choice to member states whether to authorise product 
placement, but the proposal says it must be subject to some obligations: 

The product placement must be made clear in some way at the beginning of the broadcast 
concerned, 
the goods may only be placed, not praised, product placement must not take place in 
programmes for children, and some goods, like tobacco and prescription medicines, may not be 
placed

Next Action
To retain a block on product placement member states must have clear legislation 

in place in 2009

  

The European Commission have taken a very clear position on brand placement. The Audio Visual 
Media Services Directive makes clear that unless specifically blocked in a country placement will be 
allowed from 2009 onwards. This is  a very different point of view from many member states that 
enshrine within their advertising regulations the concepts of separation and identification. These 
concepts are that advertising material should be clearly separated from editorial and that it should 
be clear to the viewer where paid for commercial presence exists. The UK government has indicated 
that it would probably like to continue to restrict paid for placement but has recently put out to 
industry a consultation document 

In many ways trying to restrict this category is like closing the gate after the horse has bolted. 
Substantial portions of European TV already contain commercial presence. Very little sport is 
transmitted  without shirt sponsors names and on ground advertising being visible. On US imported 
material it is only possible to screen out the most obvious product placements. The reality is that 
European viewers even in restricted markets will be exposed to commercial messages inside 
programs for about a third of their total viewing time 
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Total

Arts Cartoon Comedy

Drama Film Game/ Chat Show

Hobbie/ Cooking Kids News/ Consumer

Other Soap Sport

Most sport includes large numbers of 
integrated commercial messages

But Sport is a a limited proportion of television viewing 
and dominated by a small number of key sports

UK

Football

Snooker/Billiards

Motor Racing

Rugby

Horse Racing

Golf

Athletics

Water Sports

Sport Composite

Cycling

Source BARB / EMS

 



The following charts demonstrate this point using the Madigan Cluff/ ETS database which tracks 
where program content as it moves around the world. Firstly we looked at how much sport appears 
on television and what sports constitute it in the UK. This pattern is very similar in most other 
European markets. The reality of the sports television audience in  most countries is that it is heavily 
dominated by football with auto sports as the only other significant category. Sports is overtaken by 
drama and film in terms of total watching time 
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Imported programs make up a significant 

part of European programs
Mainly film/drama from the US - carry with them 

significant product placement

Spain

Imported

27% of program value in Spain 
Comes from program imports

US

Can

Ger Mex Jap

UK

Col

Fra
Aus

Ita

Other Company Revenue
WARNER BROS 1123
DISNEY ABC 734
20TH CENTURY FOX 732
UNKNOWN 672
NBC UNIVERSAL 511
CBS PARAMOUNT 484
SONY 308
MGM 198
NATIONAL 
GEOGRAPHIC 82
DISNEY ABC JETIX 80
BETA 72

US Exporters

Bulk of imported program is 
Originated in the US

Source : Madigan Cluff/ ETS

 

Taking Spain as an example – over a quarter of total Spanish television is imported programming 
with the bulk of this coming from the US. Put together this quarter with the tenth of viewing taken 
up by sports programming and you get over one third of programming already affected by strong 
commercial content. About 50% of total content by value is affected by the no mans land of product 
placement – some categories more and some less. Obviously Children’s time and most News/ 
Current affairs are out of remit but almost all other programming has the opportunity to carry 
placement. This is an European issue – many home manufactured programs are exported to markets 
worldwide – with significant audiences and commercial value in the markets which import them. 
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Over half of TV programming in most markets 

has the ability to take brand placement
Substantial parts of this output are exported and generate major earnings 

outside their country of origin

There are more advertising revenue 
associated with drama than in the whole 

of sport
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BAD GIRLS 2550 3230 8690 645 6855 11845 3847 2615
DOC MARTIN 3265 626 1490 1880 1720
DOCTOR WHO 1915 3225 1170 1275 1075 3531 2200 2537 1361 2460 1246 1990 2160 590
EASTENDERS 7825 17455 71115 22830 #####
EMMERDALE 3410 85534 86493 5285 ##### 92384
FLOOD 190 190 235 240 920
FOOTBALLERS' WIVES 1530 2980 5480 1305 2180 5934 2835 1360 5285 5213 7410
HOLLYOAKS 2035 4160 15951 1675 5113 8695 19160 32235 1800
HUSTLE 1330 2117 2640 1080 1380 1410 3735 1445 2325 1675 1262 710 1729 1650
INSPECTOR LYNLEY MYSTERIES 3850 1570 3355 1485 2585 315 145 4844 3714 635 2190 370 3010 885
INSPECTOR MORSE 11855 13949 10884 5705 6199 11280 1029 9047 8460 9901 5770 1455 2825
LEWIS 960 760 886 385 885 570
LIFE ON MARS 1425 535 1359 1160 960 135 880
MIDSOMER MURDERS 17664 23057 17878 14210 6447 17464 2681 105 19205 1470 9407 9560 11415 510 9895 1505 450 5690 1070
NEW TRICKS 2558 665 1072 890 2610 385 970 335
PRIMEVAL 720 1965 275 305 1940 580 360 360 275 1902 150
SHAMELESS 3160 345 1276 2530
SILENT WITNESS 6750 7950 3405 5633 10374 6610 1940 7832 4599 1539 910 3615 910 5605 3900
SKINS 845 1575 1575 540
SPOOKS 4402 3335 2605 3920 3168 9590 3400 3370 5579 1511 2630 879 2915
STATE OF PLAY 650 780 645 385 2135 710 305 585 660 335
STATE WITHIN, THE 350 205 800 350
TEACHERS 4015 1780 2870 3675
THIEF TAKERS 715 1665 1270 2630 7560 1565 1210 570 1025 535
TOUCH OF FROST, A 15190 15043 10805 4381 15975 8520 4365 12294 4690 8573 5285 3640 205
WAKING THE DEAD 6010 1310 2810 5380 2600 1120 1810 120 4620 4191 5158 1280 3000 1083 445 1975
WIRE IN THE BLOOD 2465 6757 1690 1791 8770 1985 1715 2410 2460 4340 1342 705 3620 2395

Just like sport drama gets exported

Source : BARB / EMS Source : ETS/ Madigan Cluff

 



All of this says that the European Commission is right that there should be focus on branded content 
– to make it maximise revenue back to program makers. It is already a key constituent of European 
television. It is better to positively accept the inevitable than to continue to avoid the issues. Europe 
should accept:- 

• It is already here! – as demonstrated by the data on program mix across Europe in the next 3 
charts 

• The import and export of programs with brands embedded inside them means that all 
viewers are exposed to at least some placement 

• European program production is disadvantaged by not being able to gain from the funding 
which placement brings with it 

• Television can be disadvantaged as interaction of brands with content is automatic in most 
e-media 

• How does an open framework develop which works to all parties advantage? 

We at Madigan Cluff believe there should be 

• More transparent process – with open contracting and the ability for TV stations to make 
cash from the screen time of programmes and the related web presence 

• Clearer and more liberal guidelines in some markets 

• Better ability for advertisers to track placements and what happened to the program both in 
home market and abroad 

• Improved processes which integrate the process into the overall communication strategy for 
brand 

Success is more revenue to produce programs, television regains some of its intrusive ability to 
communicate brands, and brands are seen as part of the real world 
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